NAVIANCE eDOCS &
THE COMMON APP
This guide provides an overview of the two systems used to complete recommendations. It
will also review some commonly asked questions to help both you and your students.

THE RECOMMENDATION PROCESS

There are two commonly used systems to submit recommendations and school forms: The
Common App Recommender System and Naviance.
If your school uses the Common App to complete and submit recommendation forms,
recommenders will receive an invitation (after being assigned by a student) to create a
Common App recommender account.
If your school uses Naviance eDocs to submit recommendation forms, counselors and
teachers will complete the recommendation process in Naviance. (“Other Recommenders”
will always have the ability to complete recommendations through the Common App.)

When an applicant’s high school information has been
entered into the Education section of the Common App tab,
it will recognize which system your school uses to complete
recommendations. For this reason it is important to ensure
that the high school information is entered correctly.

“

PRO TIP: Provide your
students with your school’s
CEEB code to make the high
school search easier.

After entering their school, an applicant navigating to the
Recommenders and FERPA screen for any school on their My
Colleges list will see information on how to proceed with the
recommendation process. If your school uses the Common
App, they will be prompted to invite their recommenders. If your school uses
Naviance, informational text will be displayed providing information on how to
proceed.
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COMMON APP & NAVIANCE

COMMON APP

NAVIANCE eDOCS

NAVIANCE TIPS & BEST PRACTICES
Matching Student Accounts
Within Naviance, students need to use the same email address and date of birth that they
used to create their Common App account in order to match their Common App and
Naviance accounts. Don’t forget, students will also need to add at least one school to their
My Colleges list and complete the FERPA waiver in the Common App before matching can
be completed.
Recommendation Invitations
If a student was able to invite you to complete a form in the Common App, most likely they
entered their high school information incorrectly, and the system wasn’t able to identify that
your high school uses Naviance. If you receive this type of invitation, please follow up with
your student, as they should go back into the Common App and correct their high school
information in the Education section.
If you’re invited by a student at a school that does not use Naviance, or if you’re invited as
an Other Recommender in the Common App, the student can send you paper forms to
complete offline (they’ll find them in the Recommenders and FERPA area of the Common
App). Alternatively, the student can add you in the Common App with an email address
that is different from the one linked to your Naviance account.

If you have any questions, please visit our Solutions Center at
recsupport.commonapp.org or email us at sfsupport@commonapp.net.
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